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Abstract: Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) is a growing problem in Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)
systems as scientific motivations push the radars to lower frequencies and as more wireless services
share the frequency spectrum. New, advanced SAR instruments, such as NASA’s EcoSAR, DBSAR
and DLR’s Tandem-L mission, employ a multichannel architecture capable of Digital Beamforming
(DBF). Radars with DBF are capable of notching the antenna pattern in specific directions, which
can be utilized to suppress RFI on board or in post-processing. A well-researched beamformer for
this purpose is the Minimum Variance Distortionless Response (MVDR) Beamformer. However, the
number of interferers that can be removed through notching is limited by the number of receive
channels. It is therefore essential to adaptively change the antenna pattern notching throughout the
image in time and frequency for the best results with a given number of receive channels. In this
paper, we present several methods to achieve this notching by making use of the spatial SAR signal
distribution in range time, range frequency, azimuth time and azimuth Doppler that is inherent to the
SAR imaging geometry. Because this distribution is time-variable and yet predictable, it can be used to
improve the angle of arrival estimation of the RFI and the adaptive notching. The presented methods
can be applied to a Digital Beamforming (DBF) SAR signal with multiple channels in elevation
and/or in azimuth. Simulations show that the proposed methods increase the ability to notch
out-of-swath interference from multiple directions and lessen the impact on in-swath interference.
The improvement of the interferometric coherence for a single-pass interferogram acquired by NASA’s
EcoSAR system (capable of DBF in elevation) is demonstrated. The removal of periodic RFI artifacts
is achieved.
Keywords: Synthetic Aperture Radar; interference; RFI; digital beamforming; beamformer

1. Introduction
Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) is a problem that is continuously growing due to the demand
for wireless services and the finite nature of the frequency spectrum [1]. RFI varies locally and
temporally because of different frequency regulations in different countries [2]. Allowed services in
the regulated spectrum can range from communication systems to scientific instruments; television
broadcast systems and military usage. In addition, the demand for certain services depends on the
population density of the area. The source of the interference is therefore steadily changing and
predictions about the nature of the interfering signals are complicated. This poses a major challenge
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to Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) systems operating at P-band and L-band [3]. This challenge
begins with the degradation of polarimetric and geometric calibration [4] efforts during a missions
commissioning phase if calibrations sites are impacted by RFI. Even if measures are taken to ensure the
calibration sites are free of interference, RFI can emerge in the operational mode and bias the measured
backscatter, corrupt polarimetric signatures and decorrelate interferometric SAR data [5,6]. To ensure
the integrity of derived science products, the mitigation of RFI is critical.
Conventional RFI mitigation techniques can be grouped into three categories [6–9]: notching
methods, subtraction methods and filter methods. Conventional notching methods remove samples
from the data that are corrupted by RFI. This is done either in the time or frequency domain depending
on the nature of the interference. For example, narrowband RFI can easily be notched in the frequency
domain but is spread in the time domain. The advantage of notching is the fast implementation
at a low computational cost. Disadvantages include SNR drop due to a loss of part of the desired
signal, an inevitable distortion of the SAR Impulse Response Function (IRF) and an increase of its
sidelobes [8]. The subtraction methods aim at estimating and modelling the RFI based on a priori
information [7,10,11]. The estimated interference is then coherently subtracted without distorting
the SAR signal. However, results depend on how well the assumed model fits the RFI. Filtering
methods often implement adaptive filters as, for example, the Least Mean Square (LMS) filter in
References [12,13]. Converging and performance of the filter rely on a careful selection of the filter
parameters, which depend on the SAR-to-RFI level. Another filtering method is spatial filtering by
shaping the antenna pattern.
Spatial filtering depends on the interferer’s location and is independent of statistics of the
interfering signal and the SAR-to-RFI ratio. This can be achieved with auxilliary antennas that
act as a sidelobe canceller (SLC) [14–16]. The information that is gathered with the auxiliary antennas
is coherently subtracted and the antenna pattern (AP) is nulled towards the interferer. The SLC has
been investigated in the context of SAR in References [17–19]. In Reference [20], the phased array of
the SAR is used for an interferer with known angle of arrival (AoA) or several auxiliary antennas are
used to adapt the antenna pattern for interferer cancellation on a pulse by pulse basis. This method is
be performed at the cost of the additional auxiliary antennas or the reduced size of the main antenna.
New, advanced SAR systems, such as NASA EcoSAR [21], NASA DBSAR [22] and DLR
Tandem-L [23], incorporate a multichannel architecture that opens up new opportunities for
filtering RFI. The individual recording of multiple subelements of an antenna array allows for
digital beamforming (DBF) [24], a technique that is used to synthesize antenna patterns post-data
acquisition [25]. Therefore, the interferer AoA and thus the optimal antenna pattern can be estimated
from the data itself. In addition, all possible antenna patterns can be synthesized simultaneously,
which eliminates the need for separate auxiliary antennas. This raises the question to what extent DBF
can be used to improve RFI mitigation in SAR images and is the objective of this paper. The methods
presented in this work are unique as the basis of the RFI suppression is to utilize the spatial distribution
of the SAR signal that is inherent to its imaging geometry. This distribution is variable in time and yet
predictable because the arrival time of the radar return is determined by the distance. The Doppler
frequency of the radar return is directly related to the distance and the relative motion between the
platform and the target. This can be used as a-priori information on the SAR signal and helps to
characterize the unwanted RFI signals in the data. The angles of arrival of the interferers can thus be
estimated for all time instances when the radar position is not identical to the instantaneous radar
return position. In addition, this information can also be utilized as input for an optimal and variable
antenna pattern notching throughout the image (Note that this is only possible with DBF and not with
conventional phased arrays that need to use the same antenna pattern for the entire receive window).
For example, in the same manner that the Scan-on-Receive (SCORE) technique [26,27] is commonly
used in DBF SAR to steer the main beam within the receive window, the interference cancellation
can be adapted to each range line. For a DBF system with multiple channels in elevation, this can
be achieved due to the aforementioned arrival time dependency of the AoA on the instantaneous
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SAR signal [26]. For a DBF system with multiple channels in azimuth however, the AoA in the
range-Doppler domain can be utilized. An additional benefit of changing the antenna pattern notching
within the receive window is that the strongest interfering source for each pixel can be notched
independently. This minimizes the interference locally and is especially important as the number of
instantaneous notches is limited by the number of receive channels.
The work is structured as follows: The theoretical background for the methods is presented
in Section 2. Section 3 addresses the application of DBF for RFI mitigation in a way that utilizes
the spatial distribution of the SAR signal in the range-Doppler domain. Several algorithms with
varying computational work are presented for DBF SAR systems in elevation, in azimuth and in
both dimensions. The potential of the newly introduced algorithms is then simulated in Section 4
for different interference scenarios and for different antenna array lengths. Section 5 is providing
a verification of the previously presented algorithms for DBF in range. This verification is done by
applying the algorithms to experimental airborne SAR data that is affected by RFI. The improvement of
the image quality is assessed by means of the interferometric coherence of a single-pass interferogram.
A conclusion is presented in Section 6.
2. Theoretical Background
2.1. Minimum Variance Distortionless Beamformer
The spatial suppression of RFI can be achieved with adaptive beamforming. Hereby, the main
beam is preserved in the direction of the signal of interest (SOI) but nulls are placed in the
antenna pattern towards the direction of the interferers. A well-researched adaptive beamformer
for this purpose is the Minimum Variance Distortionless (MVDR) (or Capon) beamformer [25,28–30].
The preservation of the SOI is guaranteed by requiring a unity gain in its direction with
w Ha(θd ) = 1,

(1)

where w are the optimal beamforming weights, λ is the wavelength, θd is the AoA of the SOI and a(θ )
is the steering vector. The steering vector represents the phase delay between the N channels for a
signal impinging the antenna from direction θ and depends on the element spacing d:
h
a( θ ) = 1

e j2πd/λ sin(θ )

...

i
e j2πd/λ( N −1) sin(θ ) .

(2)

Simultaneously, the signal-to-noise-plus-interference ratio is maximized by minimizing the
beamformed interference-noise-covariance (INC) matrix according to:
min w HRw

(3)

Here, R is the interference noise covariance (INC) matrix which is discussed in Section 2.2. It can
be shown that the optimal weights w that fullfill Equations (1) and (3) can be computed via
w=

R−1 a ( θ d )
.
a H(θd )R−1 a(θd )

(4)

A drawback of the MVDR is its sensitivity to errors of the steering vector a(θ ) [31–34], which
can be introduced by instrument calibration errors or by inaccuracies in the knowledge of θd , for
example, due of topography [35]. Note that the SCORE operation of a DBF SAR is affected by the
same inaccuracy of the steering vector as mentioned in Reference [35]. Hence, it is assumed for
the rest of this work that a(θ ) is known well enough to perform SCORE and the MVDR is sufficient.
However, without loss of generality, the MVDR can be substituted by the Linearly Constraint Minimum
Variance (LCMV) [36] beamformer in the developed algorithms. Then, uncertainties of the AoA can be
addressed by broadening the main lobe with the LCMV, which adds further constraints. The number
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of nulls that can be placed by the MVDR is N − 1. Each additional constraint on the main lobe set by
the LCMV comes with the tradeoff of one less null that can be placed in the antenna pattern.
2.2. Interference-Noise-Covariance Estimation
The MVDR beamformer solution of Equation (4) relies on knowledge about the INC matrix R.
Because R is generally not known, it needs to be approximated by calculating the sample covariance
matrix over v samples via
1 v
Rx = ∑ x(k)x H(k ),
(5)
v k =1
where x(k ) is the signal matrix with a number of rows equivalent to the channel count N. Each row is
the received signal from a receive channel. However, Rx can only be estimated on the received signal
that is composed not only of the interference and noise but also of the SOI. As a result, the MVDR
tries to minimize the SAR signal as well, which is a disadvantage. A solution for this was presented in
Reference [37], where the transmission of the SAR pulse is skipped periodically or randomly. In this
way, the authors estimate the INC on noise pulses in the absence of the SAR signal. This approach
requires the use of frequent noise pulses in which the radar is not transmitting, so that it can adapt to a
time-varying interferer environment and to the motion of the radar platform (which affects the AoA).
A new SAR technique called Staggered SAR is changing the PRF from pulse to pulse with the goal
to remove blind ranges in the SAR image [38–41]. Consequently, Staggered SAR introduces missing
samples, whose range position vary across the image. Staggered SAR still performes well because
not more than one consecutive sample is missed at the same range. This can not be achieved with
frequent noise pulses as proposed in Reference [37]. Further, pulsed radars might not affect every
pulse in the image and could be missed. And especially communication signals with time bursts
can lead to many different interferer constellations (and thus INC matrices) inside the same receive
window. It is therefore desired to compute many INC estimates without relying on noise pulses or
tight calibration windows.
In Reference [42], the authors propose a reconstruction of the INC that makes use of the capon
spatial spectrum estimator [28]:
1
P(θ ) =
.
(6)
H
a (θ )Rx−1 a(θ )
P(θ ) gives an estimate of the power that is impinging the antenna from the direction θ. By integrating
P(θ ) over angular regions that are not occupied by the SOI, the INC can be reconstructed as shown in
Reference [42]:
Z
Z
a(θ )a H(θ )
H
R = P(θ )a(θ )a (θ ) dθ =
dθ.
(7)
a H(θ )Rx−1 a(θ )
Θ̄

Θ̄

Note that Θ is the angular area occupied by the SOI. This approach is appealing for a SAR system
because the AoA of the SOI, which changes with fast time and Doppler, is predetermined by the SAR
imaging geometry. Therefore, in Section 3, the MVDR and the INC reconstruction of Equation (7) are
expanded into multiple RFI mitigation algorithms that are directly applicable to SAR.
2.3. The Angular Extension of SAR Signals
The long chirps that are generally used in SAR cause every point on the ground to be illuminated
by a duration equivalent to the pulse duration Tp . As a consequence, target returns from multiple
elevation angles are arriving at the antenna simultaneously. This instantaneous illuminated area on
the ground is the pulse extent (PE) illustrated in Figure 1a, which covers the slant range distance [43]
RPE =

Tp c0
.
2

(8)
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Note that c0 refers to the speed of light. The tilt of the antenna is hereby arbitrary and does not
affect the DBF performance significantly. Because returns from the entire PE are received at once,
the angular spectrum (Equation (6)) estimated on the raw data is occupied by the SAR signal from
multiple ranges (and thus AoAs) simultaneously. This is shown in Figure 1b for a complex-circular
Gaussian SAR signal. The signal is simulated with a complex-circular Gaussian backscatter between
24° and 60° AoA look angle under the simulation conditions of Table 1 (Section 2.3). The transmit
pulse duration is 20 µs. To reduce the PE the data can be range compressed.
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Figure 1. (a) Illustration of the travelling pulse extension in red. Returns from all targets within the red
zone arrive at the radar simultaneously. (b) Capon spatial spectrum (power from AoA) versus range
sample for raw SAR signal. The radar is receiving energy from a wide span of AoAs at each range
because of the pulse extension. (c) Capon spatial spectrum versus range sample for range-compressed
SAR signal. The energy is compressed to the instantaneous range. (d) Instantaneous frequency of near
and far range target within the receive window for a transmit pulse that is modulated with a linear
frequency. The signals are simulated under the simulation conditions of Table 1 (Section 2.3).
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Table 1. Parameters used for the simulation of the Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) and Radio Frequency
Interference (RFI) data.
Parameter

Value

Elevation Channels

2 to 64

Channel Spacing

0.5λ

Sample Frequency

290 MHz

Center Frequency

435 MHz

Pulse Bandwidth

120 MHz

Pulse Duration

20 µs

Near Range Angle

21°

Far Range Angle

60°

Platform Altitude

3.2 km

Number of Pulses

500

Backscatter Amplitude

Normal distribution with zero mean

Backscatter Phase

Uniform distribution from 0° to 360°

SNR

0 dB, 37.63 dB

RFI Type

Continuous Wave

The resulting compressed PE reduces the area in the spatial spectrum in Figure 1c.
The range time dependency of the AoA that is inherent to the imaging geometry is evident.
Another possibility to reduce the PE is to create frequency sublooks with bandpass filters in the
frequency domain. Because the transmit chirp is modulated with a linear frequency ramp (Figure 1d),
this bandpass filter in the frequency domain results in a reduction of the PE. This comes at the price of
having to perform the RFI mitigation individually on each frequency sublook and therefore increases
the processing time. Further implications and better options are discussed in Section 3. In the following,
the spatial PE is referred to as the angular signal extent in the angular elevation spectrum.
A similar angular signal extent of the SAR signal can be observed in azimuth as well. Returns
from a wide span of Doppler angles arrive simultaneously at the antenna. As illustrated in Figure 2a,
the SAR is receiving multiple returns from a target on the ground (red marker) while it is moving
over the target. The resulting ground extent due to this Doppler angle span is shown in Figure 2b.
In azimuth the extent on ground depends on the opening angle Θa of the aperture and the slant range
distance R0 and is equivalent to the synthetic aperture length [44]
LSA = Θa R0 .

(9)

Due to this relative motion, a Doppler shift is introduced, which leads to a chirp in azimuth.
The Doppler shift is depending on the AoA in azimuth. Note that the color in Figure 2b represents the
changing Doppler and hence the AoA in azimuth. Doppler subapertures can be performed to process
the wide beam on multiple narrow beams.
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Ground Range

(a)

-0.5 Dopplerbandwidth

Azimuth
+0.5 Dopplerbandwidth

(b)
Figure 2. (a) The beamwidth in azimuth allows the SAR to record the Doppler chirp caused by the
relative motion between radar and target (red mark). (b) Two-dimensional ground extent. The Doppler
frequency is directly related to the azimuth AoA.

2.4. The Impact of Range Compression on the Angular Signal Extension
Figure 3 shows the angular signal extent θASE in elevation versus look angle θl for an airborne
(orbit height H = 3 km) and spaceborne (H = 600 km) SAR system operating with a chirp duration
of TP = 20 µs. It is evident, that the angular signal extent is especially critical in the case of an
airborne system. Using a flat earth approximation (for the computation of the spaceborne scenario see
Reference [43]), the angular extent is given by

θASE (θl )|

T c
∆r = P2 0

= arccos

H cos θl
H + ∆r, cos θl



− θl

(10)

where ∆r refers to the slantrange extent of the pulse. It can be concluded that θASE becomes zero for
infinitely large H and approaches θASE = 90◦ − θl for small H.
By performing a range-compression, as proposed in this paper, θASE can be reduced (green line
in Figure 3) to below one degree, as is the case for the spaceborne scenario (blue line) without range
compression. In the same manner, the spaceborne signal could be range-compressed for a further
reduction. However, this poses a challenge for the on-board processing.
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Figure 3. Angular signal extent in elevation for SAR systems operating with a 20 microsecond chirp at
H = 3 km (airborne, orange), at H = 600 km (spaceborne. The green line represents the airborne system
after range compression.

3. Proposed RFI Mitigation Algorithms Using DBF
In this section, newly developed RFI removal algorithms, which make use of the spatial
distribution of the SAR signal, are presented. They are based on the MVDR beamformer with an
INC estimation according to Equation (7). Thus, the INC is estimated by integrating over the angular
spectrum Θ̄ that is not occupied by the instantaneous SAR return Θ (Figure 4).

Figure 4. The estimation of the interference noise covariance (INC) matrix in the presence of the SAR
signal is achieved by integrating the angular spectrum over the angular area Θ̄. The instantaneous SAR
signal occupies the angular area Θ .

As a result, the angular signal extent is generating a blindspot. All interfering sources that are in
this angular area can not be detected.
This raises the question if the θASE of a spaceborne geometry does require a further reduction that
can be achieved with range compression. After the angular spectrum estimation, the SAR signal will
occupy an angular area Θest equivalent to θASE plus half the angular resolution δθel of the spectrum
estimator on both sides. Thus,
max(Θest (θl )) − min(Θest (θl )) = θASE (θl ) + δθel ,

(11)

which sets a limit for separating the instantaneous SAR signal from surrounding interferers.
Now, a conservative approach for the antenna pattern notching would be to only place nulls
outside of the instantaneous main lobe. Even though a notching inside the outer parts of the main
lobe is possible, this requires a very good instrument calibration. Otherwise, the gain at the main
peak can not be predicted very well and this will degrade the radiometric calibration and increase the
sensitivity to mispointing. Therefore this approach is selected in this paper. The beam width depends
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on the antenna length Le in elevation and on the antenna length La in azimuth. ΘBW in elevation can
be approximated for a linear array with N elements to Reference [44]:
ΘBW ≈

λ
λ
=
Le
Nd

=
d=0.5λ

2
N

(12)

And thus:
θASE + δθel < θBW

(13)

Note that δθel depends on the used spectral estimator, the antenna length, N, the SNR and the
number of samples v used for the estimation. More complex spatial estimators [45–47] better resolve
signals in the angular domain but come with the cost of an increased processing. Nevertheless, this
suggests that a further range compression for a spaceborne system were only required, if a very narrow
beamwidth or a very long transmit chirp is used. A narrow beamwidth requires the use of dispersive
beams (frequency sublooks) to compensate the pulse extension loss [43]. This results in an inherent
reduction of θASE , as the pulse duration will be split among the frequency sublooks.
In the following, algorithms of three different categories are presented. First, DBF algorithms
for a system with N channels in elevation are presented in Section 3.1. Next, they are adapted for
systems with M channels in azimuth in Section 3.2. Without loss of generality, algorithms from
both categories can be selected and combined for a system that is capable to perform DBF in both
dimensions. This allows for a two-dimensional integration of the INC and can reduce the blindspot
further. However, applying both categories to a system with MN channels in a sequential manner
impairs the effectiveness of the algorithms (N − 1 are set in range first and then M − 1 in azimuth, which
results in a suboptimal performance of the MVDR). The last category (Section 3.3) describes a method
for two-dimensional MVDR beamforming that is able to place a total of ( N − 1)( M − 1) notches.
3.1. DBF in Elevation
3.1.1. Pulse-Wise MVDR
The fastest approach is to estimate the INC on a pulse-wise basis in the time domain as shown in
Figure 5. Let the received signal be sR (u, p, m), where u is the range sample, p the pulse number and m
the channel number. For each pulse p of the received signal, the sample covariance of Equation (5) is
computed on
x p (u, m) = sR (u, p, m).
(14)
The result is inserted into Equation (7) for
θl (umin ) −

δθ
δθel
≤ Θ ≤ θl (umax ) + el .
2
2

(15)

Note that θl (u) represents the look angle for range sample u. Next, the pulse-dependent weights
w p are calculated with Equation (4). Each pulse is then individually beamformed with w p .
A faster computation can be achieved by recalculating the beamform weights only every other
pulse. However, this makes the filter vulnerable to pulsed RFI that is not present in each pulse.
Regardless of the choice, the estimation of the INC can not be computed in the entire illuminated
swath, which is equivalent to the angular area Θ occupied by the angular extent of all ground returns
(Figure 4). Hence, the Pulse-Wise MVDR (PWMVDR) is blind to interferers located inside the SAR
swath. It’s main purpose is the mitigation of out-of-swath interference. This only makes the PWMVDR
a good choice for acquisitions in forest or isolated areas where no interference is expected in the imaged
area itself. Images of urban areas or of areas that are expected to be contaminated by interference (e.g.,
an airport in the image) can not be efficiently filtered. A total of N − 1 notches are fixed for the entire
pulse to minimize the interference on a global scale. Depending on the interference, especially for a
number of interferers close to or larger than N − 1, this can limit the performance.
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For each pulse

INC
Fast Time

Beamform
Estimation
Pulse

on
Slow Time

Figure 5. Pulse-Wise Minimum Variance Distortionless Response (MVDR) RFI mitigation with DBF.
A mitigation of N − 1 interferers per pulse is possible.

3.1.2. Segment-Wise Frequency MVDR
A similar approach to the Pulse-Wise MVDR can be implemented in the range frequency
domain. The following algorithm is depicted in Figure 6. First, a range FFT is performed on the
data. Let the range-frequency azimuth-time signal of the previously used receive-signal be described
with SR (U, p, m), where U represents the range-frequency bins. Then, the INC is estimated for each
frequency bin U to
xU ( p, m) = SR (U, p, m).
(16)
This requires the algorithm to be performed on a small segment of multiple pulses. Again,
the result is inserted into Equation (7) for
θl (umin ) −

δθel
δθ
≤ Θ ≤ θl (umax ) + el .
2
2

(17)

Each frequency bin line is then beamformed with the MVDR weights wU . Because each frequency
bin is filtered with individual beamforming weights, the Segment-Wise Frequency MVDR (SWFMVDR)
is able to place N − 1 fixed notches at each frequency bin. Hence, for a total number of F frequency
bins, the total number of notches in the segment is ( N − 1) F. However, as before, the angular spectrum
contains the information of the entire angular ground extent. The SWFMVDR is also blind to interferers
in the entire illuminated swath (Figure 4) because the entire pulse was used for the FFT. Therefore,
it addresses out-of-swath interferers. The advantage of this approach is that the notches are variable in
the frequency domain. An image that is contaminated with many narrow band interferers (e.g., more
than N − 1) benefits from this approach over the Pulse-Wise MVDR.

Range FFT

Range Frequency

For each frequency bin

INC

Beamform

Estimation

Frequency

on

Range IFFT

Bin

Slow Time

Figure 6. Segment-Wise Frequency MVDR RFI mitigation with Digital Beamforming (DBF).
A mitigation of N − 1 interferers per frequency bin is possible.

3.1.3. Range-Dependent Time MVDR
It is important to reduce the blind spot of the INC estimation (angular extent of SAR signal) if the
RFI mitigation is to be improved. Instead of performing pulse-wise operations, the INC estimation
can be performed for different range lines. This reduces the blind spot to the angular extent of the
instantaneous SAR signal, which, in elevation, is defined by the PE. Figure 7 illustrates the reduction
of the blind spot. The advantage over Figure 4 is clearly visible.
As discussed in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, an airborne system benefits of an additional range
compression of the data prior to the INC estimation. For a spaceborne system, this is generally
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not necessary and thus the range compression and range decompression steps applied in the following
algorithms can be omitted. As shown in Figure 8, the INC can then be estimated on each range line of
a small azimuth segment with
xu ( p, m) = sR (u, p, m).
(18)

Figure 7. After range compression, the pulse extent (PE) in each range line is reduced to the resolution
of the Impulse Response Function (IRF).

The number of pulses in the segment needs to be small enough to keep the AoA change of the
interferer (caused by the relative motion) small, otherwise multiple notches need to be placed towards
the same interferer to widen the notch. On the other hand, the estimate accuracy of the INC increases
with the number of pulses. The angular integration area for the INC estimation is adaptively changed
in range to the inverse of
δθ
δθ
θl (u) − el ≤ Θ ≤ θl (u) + el .
(19)
2
2
Thus, the instantaneous blindspot for each line is reduced to the resolution of the IRF (if
range-compressed) and depends on the transmit chirp parameters. Each range line is individually
beamformed with wu . If needed, a decompression in range can now be performed. The number of
instantaneous notches is N − 1 but the notches are variable in range. This results in a local minimization
of the interferer energy. In addition, the Range-Dependent Time MVDR (RDTMVDR) is also capable of
automatically notching range-dependent ambiguities and orthogonal waveforms.
For each range line

Compression

INC
Fast Time

Range

Estimation
on

u

Beamform

Decompress

Range Line

Range

Slow Time

Figure 8. Range-Dependent Time MVDR RFI mitigation with DBF. A mitigation of N − 1 interferers
per range line u is possible.

3.1.4. Range-Dependent Frequency MVDR
An extension of the Range-Dependent Time MVDR is the Range-Dependent Frequency MVDR
(RDFMVDR) shown in Figure 9. Here, the raw data can be range-compressed as well to reduce the PE
(e.g., necessary for the airborne case as discussed in 2.4). Instead of performing an INC estimation
for each range line, the Range-Dependent Frequency MVDR is computing the range FFT on small
and non-overlapping range windows of length S (e.g., S = 64) from ustart to uend = ustart + S. This is
illustrated with the blue arrow in Figure 9. The INC estimation is then performed for each frequency
bin U of each small range window on
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)

(
xustart ,U ( p, m) = FFT

(U, p, m).

sR (u, p, m)

(20)

ustart ≤u≤uend

Hereby, the angular extent occupied by the instantaneous SAR signal is given by
θl (ustart ) −

δθel
δθ
≤ Θ ≤ θl (uend ) + el .
2
2

(21)

Next, each frequency bin line is beamformed (yellow arrow in Figure 9) with the weights wustart ,U
and a range IFFT is performed (red arrow in Figure 9). The steps are then repeated for the next
range window (gray arrow in Figure 9). In the end, the beamformed data can be decompressed in
range again.
The Range-Dependent Frequency MVDR has an increased computational load compared to the
Range-Dependent Time MVDR but the utilization of the frequency domain gives it the ability to place
( N − 1)S antenna pattern notches in each range line. This is an advantage if multiple interferers are
spread over the frequency spectrum and thus can be notched separately with a frequency separation.
Note that the separation capabilities are limited due to the short window size and resulting spectral
leakage effects [48]. An increase of the FFT window in range reduces spectral leakage but increases
the blind spot, because multiple range lines and thus a larger angular extent is occupied by the
instantaneous SAR signal. The full potential of the Range-Dependent Frequency MVDR can be utilized
with a wideband SAR system. The advantage of the Range-Dependent Frequency MVDR over a
conventional subband processing with range sublooks is discussed in the next subsection.

Range

Compression

Fast Time

For each range window

Range FFT

Range IFFT

Decompress
Range

Slow Time

Range Frequency

For each frequency bin

Beamform

INC
Estimation
on

u

Frequency
Bin

Slow Time

Figure 9. Range Dependent Frequency MVDR RFI mitigation with DBF. A mitigation of N − 1
interferers per range window and frequency bin is possible. Range window is centered around
range sample u.

3.1.5. On the Utilization of Range-Frequency Sublooks
Instead of applying the Range Dependent Frequency MVDR, one could also use the Range
Dependent Time MVDR on multiple range-frequency sublooks. Both approaches are capable of
spreading the antenna pattern notches in range and in frequency. The difference between both
methods is the resulting instantaneous PE. As before, let S be the number of frequency bins for the
Range Dependent Frequency MVDR. In addition, we represent the number of sublooks for the Range
Dependent Time MVDR with S as well for the following comparison. Consequently, both algorithms
are capable of placing a total of ( N − 1)S antenna pattern notches, with N − 1 notches per subband.
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This is beneficially in case the RFI sources are spread over the frequency domain. The slant range
resolution of the focused image is approximated by Reference [44]
δe =

k 0 c0
.
2BW

(22)

Note that BW represents the chirp bandwidth of the entire received chirp before sublook
processing. k0 is a scaling factor set by the amplitude weighting in the frequency domain. For a
rectangular window, k0 = 0.89 [44]. Thus, the instantaneous PE with S range-compressed sublooks is
PEsub = Sδe .

(23)

The instantaneous PE for the current range window of the Range Dependent Frequency MVDR
with length S is given by
c0
PERDF = δe + S
.
(24)
2 fs
f s is the sampling frequency of the data. It is assumed that k0 is identical in both cases.
The Range Dependent Frequency MVDR is superior if the instantaneous PE is smaller:
PEsub − PERDF > 0

(25)

Inserting Equations (23) and (24) into Equation (25) yields
S>
for

1
1−

c0
2 f s δe

=

1
1−

(26)

BW
f s k0

f s k0
> 1.
BW

(27)

In case of the experimental data that is presented in Section 5, the Range Dependent Frequency
MVDR is superior for S > 1.86.
3.1.6. Pulsed-RFI MVDR
Interferers that transmit continuosly during the flyby time of the radar can be mitigated with the
previous algorithms. However, RFI signals that appear as short pulses in the SAR data benefits from
small INC estimation windows in range (Figure 10). Similar to the Range-Dependent Time MVDR,
the INC estimation is performed on range windows but on each individual pulse for
xustart ,p (u, m) = sR (u, p, m)

.

(28)

ustart ≤u≤uend

Hereby, the angular extent occupied by the instantaneous SAR signal is given by
θl (ustart ) −

δθ
δθel
≤ Θ ≤ θl (uend ) + el .
2
2

(29)
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Figure 10. A Pulsed-RFI MVDR mitigation with DBF. A mitigation of N − 1 interferers per window
is possible.

3.2. DBF in Azimuth
In the case of a SAR with M channels in azimuth, the Pulse-Wise MVDR and Segment-Wise
Frequency MVDR are also applicable but limited to the same constraints. Instead of being blind in
the PE extending into the range direction, the filter is blind over the Doppler angle extent in azimuth
(Figures 2b and 11a). Unlike before, an azimuth compression is not useful as each focused point is
containing information from all AoA over the synthetic aperture. Instead, the data is converted into
the range-Doppler domain because the AoA is correlated with the Doppler frequency. The resulting
Doppler frequency in each column is occupying its unique AoA as illustrated in Figure 11b. Note that
the PE in range is not relevant to a system with DBF in azimuth as it can not distinguish elevation
angles. Two different algorithms that utilize the spatial distribution of the SAR signal in the Doppler
plane are presented.

(a)
(b)
Figure 11. (a) At each time instance, the radar is receiving returns from the entire synthetic aperture.
(b) In the range-Doppler domain, the AoA in azimuth is correlated with the Doppler frequency.
This can be utilized to reduce the blindspot because the instantaneous Doppler angle is different in
each Doppler bin.

3.2.1. Doppler-Dependent MVDR
For the Doppler-Dependent MVDR (DDMVDR), the data is first converted to the range-Doppler
domain via an azimuth FFT as shown in Figure 12. This is performed on small azimuth segments
and not on the entire image. Processing in chunks (e.g., 500 pulses) allows to adjust to a slow-time
dependency of the RFI because of the platform motion. The data in each column represents a separate
Doppler frequency. The INC estimation is thus performed column-wise on
x fD (u, m) = FFT {sR (u, p, m)} (u, f D , m).

(30)
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Note that f D refers to the Doppler frequency and θD to the Doppler angle. The Doppler angle
extent in azimuth is changed adaptively according to the known imaging geometry so that
θD ( f D ) −

δθaz
δθaz
≤ Θ ≤ θD ( f D ) +
.
2
2

(31)

Note that δθaz represents the angular azimuth resolution in this case. Each column is beamformed
and an azimuth IFFT is applied. The algorithm is the equivalent to the Range-Dependent Time MVDR
but adapted to the Doppler plane for a system with DBF in azimuth.
For each doppler bin

Azimuth FFT

Fast Time

INC
Estimation
on

Beamform

Azimuth IFFT

Doppler Bin

Doppler Frequency

Figure 12. Doppler-Dependent MVDR RFI mitigation with DBF. A mitigation of M − 1 interferers per
Doppler bin is possible.

3.2.2. Doppler-Dependent Frequency MVDR
An additional range FFT is applied for the Doppler-Dependent Frequency MVDR (DDFMVDR).
As displayed in Figure 13, the resulting two-dimensional frequency image chunk is then beamformed
in individually windows on
xU, fD (U, f D , m) = FFT2D {sR (u, p, m)} (U, f D , m)

(32)

Ustart ≤ U ≤ Uend , f D,start ≤ f D ≤ f D,end .

(33)

for
Again, the Doppler extent in azimuth is changed adaptively according to the known imaging
geometry so that
δθaz
δθaz
θD ( f D,start ) −
≤ Θ ≤ θD ( f D,end ) +
.
(34)
2
2
The dimensions of the window can be choosen at will but represent a trade off between: (a) the
sample number for the INC estimation, (b) the frequency resolution of the window and (c) the Doppler
resolution and hence the blindspot of the algorithm. In the end, the beamformed data is converted
back to the time domain. The increased processing gives the ability to change the notches adaptively
over the bandwidth of the range chirp.

Azimuth FFT
Range FFT

Range Frequency

For each window

INC
Estimation
on

Beamform

Azimuth IFFT

Window

Range IFFT

Doppler Frequency

Figure 13. Doppler-Dependent Frequency MVDR RFI mitigation with DBF. A mitigation of M − 1
interferers per window is possible.

3.3. Two-Dimensional DBF
A two-dimensional antenna array with N channels in elevation and M channels in azimuth
consists of N M channels. It is therefore possible to place ( N − 1)( M − 1) notches into the antenna
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Ground Range

pattern at the cost of the increased computational load. In addition, the two-dimensional angular
resolution of the targets allows a significant reduction of the PE and Doppler angle extent. The angular
extent of the ideal point target, shown in Figure 14 in yellow, can be reduced to a small patch via a
range compression (e.g., necessary for the airborne case as discussed in Section 2.4) and conversion to
the range-Doppler domain.

Azimuth
Figure 14. The pulse and Doppler extent of an ideal point target projected onto the ground
(yellow). Two-dimensional DBF is capable of separating the extent to small patches (red box) in
the range-compressed Doppler domain. This reduces the blindspot of the INC estimation.

The RFI filtering can then be applied with a two-dimensional MVDR (2DMVDR), shown in
Figure 15. The INC estimation is applied to multiple windows
xu, fD (u, f D , m) = FFT {sR (u, p, m)} (u, f D , m)

(35)

ustart ≤ u ≤ uend , f D,start ≤ f D ≤ f D,end .

(36)

for
The windows are then beamformed. Again, the dimensions of the window are a trade off between
instantaneous angular extent and sample size for the INC estimation. The integration is limited in both
dimensions by
δθ
δθ
θl (ustart ) − el ≤ Θ ≤ θl (uend ) + el
(37)
2
2
and
θD ( f D,start ) −

δθaz
δθaz
≤ Θ ≤ θD ( f D,end ) +
.
2
2

(38)

For each window

Azimuth FFT,

Compression

Fast Time

Range

INC
Estimation
on

Azimuth IFFT,
Beamform

Window

Decompress

Range

Doppler Frequency

Figure 15. Two-dimensional MVDR RFI mitigation with DBF. A mitigation of ( N − 1)( M − 1)
interferers per window is possible.

By performing the 2DMVDR on small azimuth chunks, the RFI variability due to the moving
platform can be better compensated. Additionally, the impact of topography can be better handled.
For a radar with a wide aperture (long integration time), the algorithm should be applied on multiple
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azimuth sublooks if the topography variation is large. An alternative would be an integration of the
2DMVDR into a backprojection focusing algorithm [49,50].
3.4. Summary
A summary of the presented algorithms is listed in Table 2.
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Table 2. Summary of the presented algorithms.
Algorithm

DBF Type

Placing of up to N-1 Nulls per

RFI Type

Advantage

Disadvantage
Blind in-swath

Pulse-Wise

Elevation

per pulse

Both

Fast, for scenes without expected in-swath
interference

Segment-Wise Frequency

Elevation

per frequency bin

Continuous

Fast, for scenes without expected in-swath
interference

Blind in-swath

Range-Dependent Time

Elevation

per range line

Continuous

Recovers part of swath despite in-swath
interference

Processing time

Range-Dependent Frequency

Elevation

per range window and frequency bin

Continuous

Recovers part of swath despite in-swath
interference. Beneficial for smaller antenna
arrays.

Increased processing time

Pulsed-RFI

Elevation

per range window

Pulsed

Suitable for pulsed RFI Scenarios. Recovers
in-swath interference

Not detecting weak CW interference

Doppler Dependent

Azimuth

per Doppler frequency bin

Continuous

Fast, for scenes without expected in-swath
interference

Blind in-swath

Doppler Dependent Frequency

Azimuth

per range-Doppler window

Both

Suitable for CW and pulsed in-swath
interference

Processing time

2D

Both

per range-Doppler window

Both

Capable of placing most notches and can
recover largest swath percentage

Increased processing time
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4. Simulations for DBF in Elevation
The previous sections introduced new RFI mitigation algorithms for SAR based on DBF. The goal
of this section is to analyze and to compare the performance of the algorithms that utilize DBF in range,
before they are applied to experimental data in Section 5. The RFI mitigation algorithms are applied
without any knowledge about the simulated scene.
4.1. Simulation Steps and Parameters
As an initial step, multi-channel SAR raw data is simulated in baseband as if acquired by a
planar antenna in an altitude of 3.2 km. The antenna is aligned horizontally to be in agreement with
the experimental results. However, the tilt of the antenna does not affect the results significantly.
The channel spacing is half a wavelength. The channel number (number of array elements) N ranges
from 2 to 64. Even though the total length of antennas are proportional to the number of elements,
this is an inevitable design requirement for DBF antennas. Having antenna elements longer than
half wavelength would increase grating lobes in the antenna pattern, significantly impacting the
DBF performance.
It is therefore important to note that two effects are visible in the simulations. First, the increased
number of N increases the number of notches that can be placed in the antenna pattern. The ability of
the algorithms to handle a specific number of interferers can therefore be attributed to the increase of
the number of antenna subelements N. On the other hand, the increased antenna length sharpens the
main beam. It improves the angular resolution that separates the instantaneous SAR signal from the
interferer signals in the angular domain. Therefore, the increased antenna length is responsible for the
improvement of the total percentage of the swath that can be recovered with increasing antenna size.
The observed scene is simulated from an incidence angle of 21° to 60° and with a
complex-Gaussian circular backscatter. The transmit chirp of the simulated system is 20 µs long
and occupies a bandwidth of 120 MHz, sampled at 290 MHz. A total of 500 pulses are simulated at a
center wavelength of λ. Note that the complex-Gaussian circular backscatter allows to simulate the
500 pulses without moving the platform (in contrary to the case of a non-Gaussian target). The SNRof
the raw data is set to two values: (a) 0 dB to simulate the worst case of an extended target with identical
SNR in the focused image and (b) 37.63 dB which is equivalent to the range gain of a point target
for the simulated chirp. Next, an RFI signal is simulated that is received by the same multi-channel
SAR system. The RFI type is a CW interferer (note that the RFI type is irrelevant to a spatial filter
such as DBF). The exact RFI specifications (location and transmit frequency) are presented in the
following subsection. All parameters are summarized in Table 1. The data is then processed according
to Figure 16. Both SAR and RFI data, are compressed in range (Note that this is only necessary in the
airborne scenario to reduce the angular pulse extent. This is not necessary in the spaceborne case and
could also be achieved with dispersive beams). SCORE beamforming is applied to the SAR data to
produce the ideal reference data. The contaminated multi-channel data is synthesized by adding the
range-compressed SAR and RFI data. The contaminated dataset is then processed with the previously
presented RFI mitigation algorithms. Because the channels are aligned in elevation, the selected
algorithms are the Pulse-Wise MVDR, RD-Time MVDR and RD-Frequency MVDR. The output of the
algorithm is the recovered data. Finally, the recovered data is divided by the ideal reference data.
The output is thus a residual error image that can be analyzed further according to the multiplicative
error model presented in the next subsection.
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SAR data

Noise
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RFI data

Range Compress

Range
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Range Compress
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SCORE
Beamforming

RFI Filter
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÷
Residual Error Image

Figure 16. Simulation chain for the performance evaluation of the RFI mitigation. The simulated SAR
and RFI data are range compressed individually. The range-compressed SAR data is then beamformed
with SCORE to create the ideal reference data. Contaminated data is produced by summing the
range-compressed SAR and RFI data. The contaminated data is then corrected using the algorithms.
In the end, the algorithm output is divided by the reference data to produce the residual error image.

4.2. Error Model
Figure 17a illustrates the use of an additive error model because RFI is of an additive nature.
The black vector represents the SAR signal vector. An additive error with fixed amplitude (blue-dashed
vector) will displace the SAR signal vector to a location on the green-dashed circle. The exact position
is determined by the relative phase of the interferer which can rotate the error vector along the red
line. It is evident that the resulting gain error will depend on the interferer phase, which results in
amplification or attenuation of the signal for constructive and deconstructive interference respectively.
This mean that the additive amplitude error alone gives no indication of the resulting signal gain. To
ensure that the radiometric budget is met, one can not set a fixed limit to the phase and amplitude
error but only to the combination of both. Further, the resulting signal phase error will depend on
the ratio of the RFI amplitude (blue-dashed) to the SAR amplitude (black) and the RFI phase (red).
The larger the relation of the RFI amplitude is relative to the SAR amplitude, the greater the introduced
phase error for a fixed RFI amplitude.
In the same manner, the additive phase error alone gives no indication of the resulting signal
phase. Given these points, the interdependency of the signal error on the RFI amplitude, RFI phase and
SAR amplitude makes the additive error model a disadvantageous choice. In contrast, a multiplicative
error model is illustrated in Figure 17b. Note that a conversion between both models is straightforward.
For this model, the multiplicative amplitude error describes the resulting gain (blue-dashed) and the
multiplicative phase error describes the resulting signal phase (red). Both errors are decoupled and a
fixed limit for both errors can be defined individually. For this reason, the error model used in this
paper is multiplicative and given by




sErr (τ, t) = A0 + A(τ, t) · sR,DBF (τ, t) · e jΦ0 · e jΦ(τ,t) ,

(39)

where A0 and Φ0 are constant amplitude and phase offsets and A(τ, t) and Φ(τ, t) are time-varying
errors. sR,DBF (τ, t) is the beamformed sR (τ, t, m) signal. The four parameters are derived from the raw
data because the simulated SAR signal is an extended target that does not undergo a processing gain.
A(τ, t) and Φ(τ, t) are expressed with their respective standard deviations σA and σΦ .
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Figure 17. (a) Additive error model: SAR signal (black vector) imposed with additive RFI (blue-dashed
vector). A phase change of the interferer (red) causes the measured signal to be within the green-dashed
circle. The resulting gain error depends on both RFI amplitude and phase. The resulting phase
error depends on amplitude and phase as well. (b) Multiplicative error model: SAR signal (black
vector) that is affected by multiplicative gain error (blue-dashed vector) and multiplicative phase error
(red). The resulting gain error depends on the multiplicative gain, the resulting phase error on the
multiplicative phase.

4.3. Simulated Interference Scenarios
Four different interferer scenarios are considered for the performance analysis. The number of
interferers is different in each case. This allows the testing of the algorithms under different conditions
and to determine their filtering capabilities. In order to demonstrate the performance of various
number of antenna elements, we keep the number of RFI sources the same as we increase the number
of antenna elements. For cases where number of antenna elements go beyond the number of RFI
sources, the methods show different performances which is not only contributed to the Capon AoA
estimation performance but also to the antenna pattern notching capability that increases with N. In a
real data collection, the RFI environment is not known to the radar operators in advance yet it is likely
a combination of the scenarios that are described next.
Note that an out-of-swath interferer is seen through the sidelobes at all times. An in-swath
interferer moves through the sidelobes, into the main beam and back into the sidelobes as the beam
scans in a scan-on-receive fashion.
4.3.1. Scenario A
The first scenario consists of a single interfering source that is located outside of the swath at
−20° and transmits at a baseband frequency of 40 MHz. A single interferer represents the easiest case
and it is expected that all algorithms can filter the interferer regardless of the number of available
channels. Because the interferer is outside of the swath, it is possible to fully recover the SAR data.
This scenario is depicted in Figure 18.

Figure 18. Scenario A: A single interferer is located outside the swath at −20°. It is transmitting a
signal at 40 MHz in baseband.
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4.3.2. Scenario B
An additional interferer is placed inside the swath at 40° for Scenario B (Figure 19). This interferer
is transmitting at a baseband frequency of 25 MHz. Because it is located inside the swath, the SAR
signal can not be recovered in its angular proximity. However, it is expected that the filters can
recover part of the swath. The percentage of the swath that can be recovered will depend on the
algorithm capabilities.

Figure 19. Scenario B: Two interferers are present. The first interferer is outside the swath at −20° with
baseband frequency 40 MHz. The second interferer is inside the swath at 40° with baseband frequency
25 MHz.

4.3.3. Scenario C
The number of interferers is increased to 11 for Scenario C (Figure 20). All interferers are located
outside of the swath, which makes a full recovery of the SAR signal possible. The interferers are
equally spaced in 5° intervals starting from −50° to 0°. Each interferer is transmitting at a different
frequency, starting from −60 MHz to 25 MHz in baseband with a 5 MHz spacing. The quality of the
recovery is expected to depend on the number of channels N and on the used algorithm.

Figure 20. Scenario C: 11 interferers are present and outside of the swath. Locations range from
−50° to 0° in 5° intervals. Transmitting frequencies range from −60 MHz to 25 MHz in baseband with
5 MHz spacing.

4.3.4. Scenario D
The number of interferers remains at 11 for Scenario D (Figure 21). However, the interferer
spacing is changed and four interferers are moved inside of the swath, which prevents a full recovery
of the SAR signal. The interferers are now equally spaced in 10° intervals starting from −50° to 50°.
The interferers transmitting frequencies stay the same (starting from −60 MHz to 25 MHz in baseband
with a 5 MHz spacing). Reconstructing the SAR data is a challenge because the in-swath interferers
are spread over the entire swath. The recovery is expected to improve with the number of channels.
However, the RD-Frequency MVDR is expected to perform the best in this scenario because of its
ability to change the notches adaptively in the frequency domain.
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Figure 21. Scenario D: 11 interferers are present. They are located inside and outside of the swath.
Locations range from −50° to 50° in 10° intervals. Transmitting frequencies range from −60 MHz to
25 MHz in baseband with 5 MHz spacing.

4.4. Simulation Results
An important aspect of the presented algorithms is the estimation of the INC matrix by integrating
a spatial spectrum estimate. The spatial spectrum is estimated with the Capon method because of
its robustness against false peaks in the spectrum and its low computational complexity. This choice
comes at the expense of a worsening angular resolution δθel with smaller SNR. In Figure 22 the spatial
spectrum estimate for a range line of Scenario A is shown. Because the data is range-compressed,
the instantaneous SAR signal return from the picked range line is coming from 54°. The RFI source is
located at −20°. Note that the spectrum estimation is performed at the center frequency of the radar.
Because the interferer is shifted from the center frequency, this causes an angular offset ∆θRFI in the
spatial estimate, as the phase ramp induced for θRFI at the interferer frequency f RFI is equivalent to a
phase ramp of different AoA at f c :
2πd f RFI
2πd f c
sin (θRFI ) =
sin (θRFI + ∆θRFI )
c0
c0

(40)

This shift is acceptable because once the algorithm places a notch in the antenna pattern towards
θRFI + ∆θRFI for f c , it is effectively placing a notch towards θRFI for f RFI . It is also evident from
Figure 22 that the two different SNRs yield different resolutions in the spatial spectrum. While the
SNR of 37.63 dB shows a good ability to resolve both signals accurately and with low side lobes,
the SNR of 0 dB results in wide peaks with high side lobes. Note that an improved resolution δθel
can be achieved with more complex spectrum estimators at the cost of computational load. In the
following subsections it will be shown that the algorithms still perform reasonably good at SNR of 0 dB.
However, the resolution δθel in the spatial spectrum impacts the ability to suppress interference in the
swath as the widening peak increases the visible PE. For the SNR = 0 dB simulation, the integration
gap around the PE is therefore choosen so that the INC is not integrated over the instantaneous SCORE
main beam, as discussed before. By this means, a notch that is placed close to the instantaneous SAR
signal because of the widened PE does not degrade the antenna pattern. For the SNR = 37.63 dB
simulation, this integration gap is reduced to a quarter of the main beam width because the signals are
better resolved in the spatial spectrum and demonstrate what is possible with more complex spatial
estimators [45–47].
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Figure 22. Capon spatial spectrum estimate of range-compressed range line with instantaneous SAR
signal coming from 54° and RFI source at −20°.

4.4.1. Scenario A
Scenario A consists of a single interferer outside of the swath. For this reason, a spatial filter seems
to be ideal to suppress the RFI and a full recovery of the swath is expected. Figure 23 shows the phase
standard deviation of the residual error image (as defined in Section 4.2) measured in each range line
(and thus at different incidence angles) before and after spatial filtering with the RD-Frequency MVDR
beamformer (SNR = 37.63 dB). The RFI-Noise-Ratio (RNR) is varied along the y-axis from −20 dB
to 40 dB and represents the power at each subelement. It is expected that the more elements N the
antenna array has, the stronger the RFI powers it can suppress because more notches are available.
Figure 23a,c show the error before the spatial filter is applied for N = 8 and N = 32, respectively.
The first observation is that the degradation of the data begins earlier for N = 8 at a RNR of −15 dB.
The reason for this is that the longer array (N = 32) achieves a higher gain towards the swath and
thus has a higher RFI suppression that is inherent to the antenna pattern. The data starts to degrade
for N = 32 at a RNR of −5 dB. The ripples in the error image are caused by the SCORE operation
that results in the interferer passing through the nulls and peaks of the side lobes. The residual phase
standard deviation error after applying the RD-Frequency MVDR beamformer is shown in Figure 23b
(N = 8) and Figure 23d (N = 32). It is evident that the residual error drops back to the noise floor for
both cases.
The mean µσΦ and variance σσ2Φ of the phase standard deviation error σΦ is computed and the 3
sigma phase standard deviation error is defined as
µσΦ + 3σσΦ .

(41)

The difference between the ideal noise floor and the residual after filtering RFI is plotted as the
3 sigma phase standard deviation error increase in Figure 24. Figure 24a through Figure 24d show
the results for N = 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64, respectively. The solid colored lines represent the different
algorithms for SNR= 0 dB and the dashed colored lines represent them for SNR= 37.63 dB.
The black lines show the 3 sigma increase before the algorithms are applied (note that the black
line performs best in the absence of RFI because the algorithms introduce a small processing noise).
They are showing low values for low RNR and suddenly increase when the RFI starts to degrade
the data. From Figure 24a through Figure 24d it is evident that the sudden data degradation occurs
at higher RNR values with increasing antenna array length because of the aforementioned reason.
The results of the Pulse-Wise MVDR algorithm are shown in blue. Starting from N = 8 , the 3 sigma
increase is below 2.5° regardless of SNR and RNR. For lower N, the Pulse-Wise MVDR is not behaving
stably. As N increases, the maximum 3 sigma increase drops. For N = 16 the increase is below 1° and
for higher N it is only a fraction of a degree. The RD-Time MVDR is shown in orange and shows a
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stable behavior even for N = 2. However, at N = 2 it is only able to suppress the RFI up to a RNR of
0 dB for SNR = 0dB (up to a RNR of 5 dB for SNR = 37.63 dB). This is because only one narrow notch
can be placed which makes the algorithm sensitive to a slight misplacement of the notch. For larger N,
a wider notch is placed that suppresses the RFI even if a slight misplacment occurs. For N = 4, the 3
sigma increase of the RD-Time MVDR is constantly below 3° and for N = 8 it is constantly below 1.5°.
After N exceeds 16, the algorithm reaches its best performance with a 3 sigma increase below 0.43°.
A further increase of N does not improve the algorithm anymore. In addition, the constant 3 sigma
increase causes a degradation of the data by these 0.43° compared to the uncorrected case for low
RNR. The RD-Frequency MVDR beamformer (green) shows a similar behavior to the RD-Time MVDR.
The maximum error shown by the green curves are below the orange curves for N = 2 to 8. Hence,
the RD-Frequency MVDR beamformer shows a better performance than the RD-Time MVDR because
the available notches can be distributed differently at different frequencies. This changes for larger N
and the maximum and constant 3 sigma increase at N = 16 is 0.62. This can be explained by the fact
that the RD-Frequency MVDR injects a higher artifical noise floor than the RD-Time MVDR. This is
likely due to the additional processing with windows in the frequency domain. This artificial noise
floor rises close to 2° for N = 32 to 64. Overall, all presented RFI suppression algorithms based on
DBF are able to handle Scenario A, which consist of a single interferer outside of the swath. However,
the Pulse-Wise MVDR shows an inferior behavior for N below 16 but achieves a better suppression if a
lot of notches are available (and only out-of-swath interference is present). The RD-Time MVDR and
RD-Frequency MVDR inject artificial noise that can degrade the data in the absence of RFI.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 23. The phase standard deviation of the residual error image of scenario A for different
RFI-Noise-Ratios versus the incidence angle of the instantaneous SAR signal. The SNR is 37.36 dB.
(a) No RFI mitigation for N = 8, (b) After RD-Frequency MVDR beamforming for N = 8, (c) No RFI
mitigation for N = 32, (d) After RD-Frequency MVDR beamforming for N = 32.
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The maximum 3 sigma phase offset increase at RNR = 40 dB is plotted in Figure 25a in dependency
of array length N. Due to the scaling of the y-axis, the black line for the error pre-filtering is not visible
in the plot. All algorithms show an improvement up to N = 8, which resembles the minimum array
length to suppress the interferer at the given RNR. Again, the Pulse-Wise MVDR improves with
increasing length while the RD-Time MVDR and RD-Frequency MVDR inject an artifical noise floor
that is increasing slightly with N. Note that the maximum 3 sigma phase offset increase of this artificial
noise floor is 0.8°.
The maximum 3 sigma amplitude offset increase at RNR = 40 dB is plotted in Figure 25b. This
error directly affects the radiometric budget. For N below 8 the suppression is not sufficient and a high
gain bias is introduced. This is due to the RNR of 40 dB. For N = 8, the RD-Frequency MVDR shows
the best suppression with a gain bias of 0.2 dB followed by the RD-Time MVDR with a gain bias of
0.3 dB. The worst suppression is reached by the Pulse-Wise MVDR with a gain suppression of 0.53 dB.
The error drops further for all algorithms with increasing N. It is evident that the Pulse-Wise MVDR is
capable of removing the gain bias for N larger than 32 to a residual of 0.05 dB. The RD-Time MVDR
and RD-Frequency MVDR have a remaining gain bias of 0.12 dB and 0.09 dB, respectively.
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Figure 24. The 3 sigma phase standard deviation error of the residual error image of Scenario A versus
RFI-Noise-Ratio. The plots are shown for SNR = 0 dB (solid lines) and SNR = 37.36 dB (dashed lines).
(a) N = 2, (b) N = 4, (c) N = 8, (d) N = 16.
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Figure 25. The 3 sigma error increase of the residual error image of scenario A at a RFI-Noise-Ratio of
40 dB vs. the antenna array length. The plots are shown for SNR = 0 dB (solid lines) and SNR = 37.36 dB
(dashed lines). (a) Phase offset, (b) Gain offset.

4.4.2. Scenario B
For scenario B, an additional interferer is put inside the swath at 40°. Because DBF is a spatial
filter, part of the swath can not be recovered. The extent of the lost swath depends on the interferer
power, the available notches (thus N), the beamwidth (thus antenna length) and the applied algorithm.
Figure 26 shows the phase standard deviation of the residual error image measured in each range line
before and after the RD-Frequency MVDR is applied (SNR = 37.63 dB). Again, the RNR is varied along
the y-axis from −20 dB to 40 dB and represents the power at each subelement. Figure 26a,c show the
error before the spatial filter is applied for N = 8 and N = 32, respectively. The first observation is
that the degradation of the data sets for both figures already started at −20 dB. The degradation is
more significant than for scenario A because the interferer inside the swath is not suppressed by the
side lobes. However, the entire swath is lost sooner for N = 8 than for N = 32 due to the narrowing
antenna pattern of the longer antenna. This results in a partial interference suppression with the
SCORE operation when theinstantaneous main beam is not looking into the interferer. The residual
phase standard deviation error applying the RD-Frequency MVDR beamformer is shown in Figure 26b
(N = 8) and Figure 26d (N = 32). The residual error drops back to the noise floor in both cases up to a
RNR of about 5 dB. For stronger RNR, the interferer is causing a local degradation in the proximity of
the interferer position. As expected, the width of the lost area around the interferer decreases with
increasing N (which here results in a longer antenna and thus a smaller instantaneous main beam).
This is a fundamental limitation of DBF that can not be overcome by shaping the antenna pattern alone.
Note that the remainder of the swath is recovered with the RFI suppression.
The amount of the lost swath is further analyzed in Figure 27. Figure 27a shows the phase standard
deviation error at RNR 40 dB for each range line after the mean phase standard deviation error of the
noise floor is subtracted (N = 16). The black lines show the error if no correction is performed. Note
that the lower curve is due to the SNR of 0 dB, whereas the higher black curve represents a SNR of
37.63 dB. The blue lines show the error after the Pulse-Wise MVDR is applied. The more saturated
blue shows the higher SNR. For both SNR, the Pulse-Wise MVDR is not effective in restoring part of
the swath. This is expected because the Pulse-Wise MVDR is blind to the in-swath interferer due to
the PE. As a consequence, the antenna pattern is the regular Scan-On-Receive pattern. As the radar
scans in elevation to look at different incidence angles, the fixed interferer is wandering through the
side lobes and periodic drops occur when the interferer is in an antenna pattern null. The orange lines
show the result of the RD-Time MVDR beamformer. Part of the swath in the proximity of the interferer
is lost but the remaining part of the swath is restored Note that, though the interferer is located at 40°,
the antenna pattern sees it at a shifted angle due to the frequency offset from the center frequency
(discussed in Section 2.4). The more saturated orange line for the better SNR case shows a smaller loss
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of the swath. The higher SNR can resolve the interferer position and the instantaneous SAR signal
better because of the resolution in the Capon spectral estimate. The notch can therefore be placed
closer to the instantaneous SAR AoA. The same behavior can be noticed for the RD-Frequency MVDR
beamformer in green. However, the RD-Frequency MVDR is superior to the RD-Time MVDR because
more of the swath can be recovered. The reason for this is that the RD-Frequency MVDR can place
the notches more effectively due to the additional processing in the frequency domain. It can place
different notches for the in-swath and out-of-swath interferer. The same plot is shown for N = 64
in Figure 27b. The difference between this plot and the plot for N = 32 is that more of the swath is
recovered because the main beam width is getting smaller. In addition, the resolution of the Capon
spectral estimate improves with N and thus the resolution is improved for low SNR too.
The percentage of the recovered swath in dependency of N is plotted from Figure 27c through
Figure 27e for the phase standard deviation, the phase offset and the amplitude offset, respectively.
The recovered swath in the figures has a phase standard deviation error below 20°, a phase offset
below 5° and an amplitude offset below 0.5 dB. It is evident that the phase offset is the least sensitive
parameter and the gain is the most sensitive parameter. For all parameters, some amount of swath can
be recovered for N larger than 4. The lost swath halfens for a doubling of the anntenna length, which is
due to the resulting halfening of the antenna pattern main beam. As a consequence, the improvement
with N up to N = 16 is large and then starts to get smaller. In addition, it is evident that it is
necessary to use the range-dependent algorithms to recover the swath. The RD-Frequency MVDR
is especially superior for a smaller N. With increasing N, when a multiple of notches is available
per interferer, the higher computational load can not be justified anymore and the benefit over the
RD-Time MVDR diminishes.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 26. The phase standard deviation of the residual error image of scenario B for different
RFI-Noise-Ratios versus the incidence angle of the instantaneous SAR signal. The SNR is 37.36 dB.
(a) No RFI mitigation for N = 8, (b) After RD-Frequency MVDR beamforming for N = 8, (c) No RFI
mitigation for N = 32, (d) After RD-Frequency MVDR beamforming for N = 32.
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Figure 27. The phase standard deviation increase of the residual error image for scenario B at a
RFI-Noise-Ratio of 40 dB. (a) Error plotted versus incidence angle for N = 16 and for SNR = 0 dB (pale
lines) and SNR = 37.36 dB (saturated lines), (b) Error plotted versus incidence angle for N = 64 and for
SNR = 0 dB (pale lines) and SNR = 37.36 dB (saturated lines), (c) The percentage of the recovered SAR
swath that is within the phase std. dev. limits of 20°, (d) The percentage of the recovered SAR swath
that is within the phase offset limits of 5°, (e) The percentage of the recovered SAR swath that is within
the absolute gain limits of 0.5 dB.
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4.4.3. Scenario C
As before, Figure 28 shows the phase standard deviation of the residual error image measured
in each range line before and after spatial filtering with the RD-Frequency MVDR beamformer
(SNR = 37.63 dB). Figure 28a,c show the error before the spatial filter is applied for N = 8 and
N = 32, respectively. All the interferers in scenario C are placed outside the swath and an initial
suppression by the antenna pattern side lobes occurs. Therefore, the data degradation does not
start until RNR = −15 dB and RNR = −5 dB. Even though there are 11 interferers and Figure 28b
shows the spatial filter for N = 8, the full swath can be recovered. Fewer notches than interferers
are needed if all interferers are outside the swath, as is the case here, because a wide notch can
suppress multiple close interferers. Hence, only a few notches are sufficient to improve the side lobe
suppression over a wide span of angles. However, even higher RFI powers could be suppressed if N
were increased. As expected, increasing N to 32 in Figure 28d results in a full recovery and is only
shown for completeness.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 28. The phase standard deviation of the residual error image of scenario C for different
RFI-Noise-Ratios versus the incidence angle of the instantaneous SAR signal. The SNR is 37.36 dB.
(a) No RFI mitigation for N = 8, (b) After RD-Frequency MVDR beamforming for N = 8, (c) No RFI
mitigation for N = 32, (d) After RD-Frequency MVDR beamforming for N = 32.

Next, Figure 29 shows the 3 sigma phase standard deviation error for scenario C. As before, N
increases from 2 to 64 and the beginning of the degradation (black line) is pushed to higher values.
In the same manner, the colored curves after the spatial filtering are pushed to the lower left corner as
N increases. Because of the amount of interferers, the filtering with few notches and thus for low N is
degrading for high RNR. As in scenario A (single interferer) it can be observed that the fastest algorithm,
the Pulse-Wise MVDR, performs the worst and the most complex algorithm, the RD-Frequency MVDR,
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the best. The disadvantage of the RD-Frequency MVDR is, besides the high computational load,
an artifical noise floor that is injected and that becomes visible for large N. This artificial noise is on
the order of 1.5°.
The maximum 3 sigma phase offset increase at RNR = 40 dB is plotted in Figure 30a.
The range-dependent algorithms show a phase offset of less than a degree above N = 8. For high
N, the limit of the phase offset reconstruction is 0.15° for the RD-Time MVDR and 0.7° for the
RD-Frequency MVDR. The maximum 3 sigma amplitude offset increase at RNR = 40 dB is plotted in
Figure 30b. Again, this error directly affects the radiometric budget. For N below 8 the suppression
is not sufficient and a high gain bias is introduced. This is due to the RNR of 40 dB. For N = 8,
the RD-Frequency MVDR shows the best suppression with a gain bias of 1.25 dB. The error drops
further for all algorithms with increasing N. It is evident that the Pulse-Wise MVDR is capable of
removing the gain bias for N larger than 32. On the contrary, the RD-Time MVDR has a remaining
gain bias of 0.09 dB and the RD-Frequency MVDR a remaining gain bias of 0.2 dB. While the
range-dependent algorithms show a better behavior for lower N, for large N the gain bias of the
Pulse-Wise MVDR is the best (if no interferer is inside the swath).
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Figure 29. The 3 sigma phase standard deviation error of the residual error image of scenario C versus
RFI-Noise-Ratio. The plots are shown for SNR = 0 dB (solid lines) and SNR = 37.36 dB (dashed lines).
(a) N = 2, (b) N = 4, (c) N = 8, (d) N = 16.
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Figure 30. The 3 sigma error increaser of the residual error image of Scenario C at a RFI-Noise-Ratio of
40 dB vs. the antenna array length. The plots are shown for SNR = 0 dB (solid lines) and SNR = 37.36 dB
(dashed lines). (a) Phase offset, (b) Amplitude offset.

4.4.4. Scenario D
In scenario D, 4 interferers are located inside the swath and 7 interferers outside of the swath.
Again, it is expected that only part of the swath can not be recovered due to the in-swath RFI.
Figure 31 shows the phase standard deviation of the residual error image measured in each range
line (SNR = 37.63 dB). Figure 31a,c show the error before the spatial filter is applied for N = 8 and
N = 32, respectively. For N = 8 all simulated RNR show a degradation of the entire swath as the
main beam is constantly occupied by one interferer. The more narrow antenna pattern of N = 32 (due
to the longer antenna) shows the SCORE-typical ripples because the interferers move in and out of
the main beam. Again, the increased antenna length (narrower instantaneous SCORE beam) yields
an inherent suppression of the in-swath RFI to some extent. The residual phase standard deviation
error applying the RD-Frequency MVDR beamformer is shown in Figure 31b (N = 8) and Figure 31d
(N = 32). The entire swath can be recovered in both cases for a RNR of up to 10 dB. For this value,
the interference is about 27 dB lower than the SAR signal. As the RNR values increase, only part of the
swath can be recovered. As before, the higher N (which here results in a longer antenna) improves
the reconstruction area because of the more narrow antenna pattern. For N = 8 the areas overlap and
more than half of the first part of the swath is lost. Even though 4 interferers are placed in the swath,
only 3 are visible. This can be explained with the fact that the frequency shift of one of the interferers
results in an AoA shift at f c , which moves the interferer outside of the swath from the perspective of
the radar’s center frequency (as discussed in Section 2.4).
The amount of the lost swath is further analyzed in Figure 32. As before, Figure 32a (N = 16)
and Figure 32a (N = 64) show the phase standard deviation error at RNR 40 dB for each range line
after the mean phase standard deviation error of the noise floor is subtracted. The Pulse-Wise MVDR
(blue) curve is comparable to the uncorrected (black) curve. As a matter of fact, the Pulse-Wise MVDR
is even degrading the data further at some incidence angles because it is blind to the in-swath
interference. The orange curve shows the RD-Time MVDR and for the N = 16 and SNR = 0dB only
the far range is corrected. When the SNR (saturated curve) or N is increased, the corrupted area
around the interferer position gets smaller (due to the longer antenna) and reveals parts of the swath.
The RD-Frequency MVDR exhibits the same trend but is reducing the error in between the interferers
even for low N and low SNR. When N is increased, the RD-Time MVDR and RD-Frequency MVDR
perform comparably (due to the high number of available notches it is not necessary to perform a
frequency dependent notching).
The percentage of the recovered swath in dependency of N is plotted from Figure 32c through
Figure 32e for the phase standard deviation, the phase offset and the amplitude offset, respectively.
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The recovered swath in the figures has a phase standard deviation error below 20°, a phase offset
below 5° and an amplitude offset below 0.5 dB. As in scenario B, the lost swath halfens for a doubling
of the antenna length. Again, the phase offset is the least sensitive parameter and the gain the most
sensitive parameter.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 31. The phase standard deviation of the residual error image of scenario D for different
RFI-Noise-Ratios versus the incidence angle of the instantaneous SAR signal. The SNR is 37.36 dB.
(a) No RFI mitigation for N = 8, (b) After RD-Frequency MVDR beamforming for N = 8, (c) No RFI
mitigation for N = 32, (d) After RD-Frequency MVDR beamforming for N = 32.
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Figure 32. The phase standard deviation increase of the residual error image for scenario D at a
RFI-Noise-Ratio of 40 dB. (a) Error plotted versus incidence angle for N = 16 and for SNR = 0 dB (pale
lines) and SNR = 37.36 dB (saturated lines), (b) Error plotted versus incidence angle for N = 64 and for
SNR = 0 dB (pale lines) and SNR = 37.36 dB (saturated lines), (c) The percentage of the recovered SAR
swath that is within the phase std. dev. limits of 20°, (d) The percentage of the recovered SAR swath
that is within the phase offset limits of 5°, (e) The percentage of the recovered SAR swath that is within
the absolute gain limits of 0.5 dB.
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5. Experimental Results
5.1. EcoSAR System Description
EcoSAR is an airborne DBF SAR instrument developed at the NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center [21,51–53]. It was funded through the 2010 ESTO Instrument Incubator Program with the goal
to measure forest structure, biomass, ice sheets and dry soils. The radar operates at 435 MHz in P-band,
the same center frequency that will be used by ESA’s BIOMASS mission [54,55], with bandwidths
of up to 120 MHz in the horizontal (H) polarization and 200 MHz in the vertical (V) polarization.
At this low frequency, the radar benefits from the higher sensitivity of the backscatter to high biomass
densities [55]. Furthermore, the temporal decorrelation between repeat passes is reduced due to the
increased penetration of the signal and the increased signal return from tree stems and trunks, which
are stable over time [56]. The system consists of two dual-polarization antennas that are mounted
under both wings of the aircraft as illustrated in Figure 33, allowing it to acquire fully-polarimetric
single-pass interferometric data with a baseline of 25 m. Each antenna is composed of eight active
subelements that permit DBF in elevation over a range of ±45°. Therefore, the available EcoSAR
dataset enables the verification of the algorithms presented in this work on an interferometric SAR
system with multiple elevation channels. The performance is assessed by means of the interferometric
coherence. For a general overview of EcoSAR, system parameters are listed in the middle column of
Table 3.

Figure 33. EcoSAR antenna mounted on a wing of the P3 airplane during the 2014 flight campaign
(left) and illustration of antenna positions on each wing (right).
Table 3. EcoSAR system parameters: Operational range (middle) and parameters of analyzed
dataset (right).
Capability

Dataset

Center Frequency

435 MHz

479 MHz

Bandwidth

up to 120 MHz (H)
up to 200 MHz (V)

20 MHz

Pulse Length

1 µs to 50 µs

2.5 µs (H)
1.5 µs (V)

PRF

100 Hz to 10 kHz

500 Hz

Range Resolution

0.75 m

7.5 m

Azimuth Resolution

0.5 m

0.675 m

Array Power

40 Watts

40 Watts

Flight Altitude

3.7 km

Platform Velocity

136 m/s

Physical Baseline

25 m

Antenna elements

8 per antenna

Antenna element spacing

0.29 cm (0.46λ)
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5.2. Dataset Description
From 29 March to 31 March 2014, EcoSAR flew its first flight campaign over Corcovado National
Park in Costa Rica. EcoSAR was operating in dual-track mode, illuminating both sides of the aircraft
with a wide transmit beam. This allowed the simultaneous acquisition of both sides of the flight track,
effectively doubling the swath. Due to EcoSAR’s DBF capability, it was then possible to electronically
steer the receive beam to both sides of the track in post-processing. The ground track of all flight
lines is shown in Figure 34 on the left. Green and red boxes represent the swath on the left and right
side of the airplane respectively. As shown, four different flight lines were flown over Corcovado.
However, due to the complexity of the system, there were synchronization issues among the receive
channels that appeared in flight, which were undetectable in the lab. These included time delays
and phase offsets in range and azimuth between the channels. The range dependent errors changed
abruptly every few minutes, causing about one change within a recorded flight line. A change of the
azimuth dependent errors occured every few seconds within a flight line and can be contributed to
missing pulses in the RAW data. These error sources have now been repaired for future flights and
the previously collected data has largely been corrected. Nevertheless, this gave rise to a degraded
DBF performance. Additionally, synchronization issues between the receive windows of each antenna
and polarization, as well as a too short receive window, decreased the common spectral overlap
between interferometric pairs. The processed range bandwidth therefore needed to be reduced to
20 MHz, with only 2.5 µs of the pulse recovered for the H polarzation (1.5 µs for the V polarization).
This affected the SNR and resulted in noisy interferograms. In addition, the transmit power of the
V polarization was lower than intended, further decreasing the SNR of interferograms that utilize
the V polarization in transmit. After all error sources were corrected, only the flight line Osa_T1
(Figure 34) was of good enough quality to produce interferograms. The geocoded HH image of this
flight line is shown in Figure 34 on the right. Note that the shown image covers the entire processed
bandwidth of 120 MHz for the H polarization and that the swath size in range is decreased for the
interferograms. This is the case because SAR interferometry requires to filter the images to a mutual
bandwidth, which avoids a degradation of the interferometric coherence. Because of the timing issues
between the antennas and because of the cropped receive window, this resulted in a frequency overlap
between the images of only 20 MHz.

Figure 34. Flight lines of the collected EcoSAR data in Costa Rica in March 2014. Green and red boxes
represent the image swaths on left and right respectively (left). Geocoded EcoSAR HH image of Osa_T1
analysed in this section. Data was acquired on both sides of the flight track simultaneously (right).

5.3. Results
In this section, the EcoSAR interferograms are compared before and after RFI mitigation with DBF.
Note that only a selection of the algorithms presented in Section 3 are applied for the following reasons:
(a) EcoSAR only acquired data with DBF in elevation, (b) Range-dependent ambiguities are affecting
the dual-track mode data of EcoSAR as discussed below. (c) Figure 35a shows the averaged frequency
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spectrum of the HH and VHimage. Multiple peaks due to narrowband RFI are clearly visible in the
right half of the SAR spectrum which indicates continous RFI. The Pulsed-RFI MVDR can therefore be
ruled out.
EcoSAR is only equipped with eight receive channels per antenna, thus 7 notches can be
placed towards interference. If the entire bandwidth was used for the interferograms, it would
be recommended to apply the RFI filtering on multiple sublooks to make best use of the number
of available notches. However, Figure 35b shows the part relevant to the interferograms that are
filtered to a common bandwidth with the spectrum ranging from 469 MHz to 489 MHz. In the
processed bandwidth only three peaks can be made out in the HH and five peaks in the VH image.
Note that AoA estimations on the EcoSAR data can be found in Reference [57]. The dual-track
mode of EcoSAR doubles the covered swath, though this makes it necessary to reserve notches for
ambiguity suppression to suppress signals from the opposite side. These ambiguities are handled
by the RD-Time MVDR/RD-Frequency MVDR as if they were interferences and no modification of
the algorithms are needed. However, the ability to notch external interferences is reduced compared
to single-track mode. Because about three notches are required to suppress these ambiguities, this
leaves four notches for interference. Therefore, the HH image should show a good RFI filter behaviour
as more notches than interferers are available. The VH image on the other hand has not enough
notches available and the filter capabilities might be reduced. In addition, the power (and hence
SNR) in the VH image is weaker than the HH image, partially due to the weaker transmit power and
partially because the power is spread over a higher total bandwidth (H: 120 MHz, V: 200 MHz) even
though only 20 MHz are processed. Overall, the total coherence and the improvement due to the RFI
mitigation is expected to be higher for the HH interferogram.
Computed HH and VH coherence histograms for both sides are plotted in Figure 36. The blue
curve represents uncorrected data and shows the worst coherence in all four cases. It can be noticed
that the improvement for the left side (Figure 36a,c) is higher than for the right side (Figure 36b,d).
A possible explanation for this is, that external interferers are located on the left side of the track
and are already suppressed well by the sidelobes when the beam is steered towards the right side.
This also seems logical because the right side is looking towards the sea, where the likelihood for
interference is expected to be lower. The performance of the RD-Time MVDR and RD-Frequency MVDR
is similar, making the faster RD-Time MVDR the better choice. The better performance of the
RD-Frequency MVDR in the simulations can be contributed to the larger bandwidth (120 MHz).
Because the processed bandwidth of the available dataset is only 20 MHz, the frequency resolution
of the RD-Frequency MVDR can not utilize its full potential. The coherence gains are also higher
compared to the manual notching of the ambiguities. In Figure 36b,c, the tail ends of the manual
notching approach reaches into higher coherences but the overall coherence values are improved with
the automated methods. Possible reasons for this include the high coherence seen in the mountains.
As the MVDR beamformer is sensitive to a wrong steering direction of the main beam, a degradation
is caused by the filter and hence the SNR drops. A solution for this would be an additional constraint
to widen the main beam (at the cost of one notch) or to implement a topography-dependent steering
rather than assuming a flat earth model.
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Figure 35. Averaged range-frequency spectrum of the available EcoSAR scene for the HH (blue) and
VH (orange) image: (a) Entire recorded spectrum with cut-off chirp due to too short receive window;
(b) Spectrum after hamming window is applied to keep common spectrum only.
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Figure 36. Coherence Histograms for uncorrected, manually notched, RD-Time MVDR filtered and
RD-Frequency MVDR filtered image for (a) HH interferogram of left side, (b) HH interferogram of
right side, (c) VH interferogram of left side, (d) VH interferogram of right side. The normalized pixel
count values reported on the left axis indicate the ratio of the number of pixels with the given coherence
value to the total number of pixels.

Coherence images for the HH interferogram of the left side, which showed the biggest
improvement according to the histograms, are shown in Figure 37. The improvement from the
uncorrected image (second from top) to the manually notched image (third from top) is evident and
marked with red boxes. Periodic coherence losses in the middle of both images could be caused
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by the narrow band interferences observed in the spectrum of Figure 35b. After implementing the
RD-Time MVDR (bottom row), the periodic coherence losses vanish, producing a clearer coherence
image with higher coherence values.

Figure 37. Top to bottom: Intensity of focused SAR image, HH coherence with Scan-On-Receive and
HH coherence with adaptive RD-Time MVDR for ambiguity and RFI suppression. Periodic coherence
losses due to interference are visible in the uncorrected image and in the manually notched image. Red
boxes mark areas of most evident coherence improvement after notching ambiguities from the other
side. After the RFI mitigation, the periodic coherence losses disappear.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented new RFI mitigations methods for SAR based on DBF in elevation
and/or azimuth. By utilizing the spatial distribution of the SAR signal in the range-Doppler domain,
it is possible to adaptively place antenna pattern notches throughout the image for an optimized
filtering. In the absence of in-swath interference and if there are more notches available than
interferers (large N), the Pulse-Wise MVDR performs best. This is because the RD-Time MVDR
and RD-Frequency MVDR introduce a larger processing noise. However, if there are in-swath
interferers (or more interferers than notches available) the Pulse-Wise MVDR fails. In that case,
the range-dependent algorithms can be applied at the cost of an increased processing power.
The simulation showed that the RD-Frequency MVDR introduces a higher processing noise than
the RD-Time MVDR but the RD-Frequency MVDR is also capable to operate at smaller N (because the
notches are set frequency-dependent, which comes at the expense of processing time). The advantage
of the RD-Frequency MVDR decreases with increasing N. It is therefore recommended to use the
RD-Frequency MVDR for receive antennas with small N or if many interferers are expected. Otherwise,
the RD-Time MVDR performs best. In regard to N it should also be mentioned that many close
interferers can be notched with few N because they can be suppressed with the same wide notch.
In theory, a single notch is sufficient to notch one interferer but relying on one notch makes the
notching sensitive to AoA errors of the RFI. Placing wider notches ensures that the interferer is
suppressed well and is beneficial for strong interferers. As predicted, in-swath interference can not
be removed with antenna pattern notching when the instantaneous main (SCORE) beam looks into
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the interferer direction. However, the lost swath halfens for a doubling of the antenna length, which
is due to the resulting halfening of the beamwidth. In the end, RFI mitigation based on time and
frequency adaptive antenna pattern notching was applied to EcoSAR imagery and first results were
presented. Even though the EcoSAR data was corrupted due to hardware glitches and affected by
uncalibrated channels, the applied techniques showed a good improvement of the coherence. Further,
ambiguities from the opposite side of the flight track caused by a dual-track imaging mode were
treated as interference and handled well by the algorithm. This concludes that the range-dependent
algorithms are also able to handle an automatic notching of, for example, orthogonal waveforms in
MIMO-SAR [58,59] or multiple elevation beams [58]. The manual notching of these ambiguities is
sensitive to inaccuracies of the assumed signal AoAs [35,60] (e.g., due to topography). The notches
were adaptively driven towards the ambiguity and towards external interference for the best result
in each range line. A further improvement of the RFI filtering is expected from uncorrupted and
calibrated DBF data that could be acquired with a new EcoSAR flight campaign.
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